Helping Clubs Re-imagine
What’s Possible
“It’s not about giving customers what we think they need. It’s about finding out
what they need and helping them identify what they didn’t even know they needed.”
– Billy Kim, COO, HOIST Fitness Systems
You only need to spend a short time with HOIST Fitness
Systems’ Motion Cage to see why it’s become so popular
during the past year with health clubs, trainers, and users
around the world. With hundreds of possible exercises and
WODs (Workout of the Day), it’s a cross training enthusiast’s
dream and an excellent way for both health clubs and
personal trainers to increase revenue.

Personal training used to consist of cardio and strength. How
90s is that? Today, people are looking for functional exercises
that strengthen their core, challenge their balance, and
increase their flexibility. They also want to have fun doing it.
Personal training remains the number one non-membership
revenue stream for health clubs and HOIST’s Motion Cage lets
trainers easily conduct classes with up to twelve people. Since
the Motion Cage has hundreds of possible exercises, trainers
can mix clients of differing fitness levels in their classes by
tailoring the exercises to the individual. This helps keep
classes full and students motivated to keep coming back.
Cross training cages have existed for years, but by talking to
health club owners and trainers about their needs and how they
use cross training cages, HOIST’s engineers and product design
teams were freed from the notions of the past and able to create
the HOIST Motion Cage from the ground up. With extensive
input from clients like 24 Hour Fitness and the trainers who use
it every day, HOIST is able to say “Here’s the product you asked
for.” Instead of “Here’s the product you get.”
HOIST’s philosophy of constantly engaging with their clients,
determining needs, and then creating the product is obvious
in the Motion Cage’s construction and details. For example,
health club owners had continually complained that heavy
bag attachments on other cages constantly broke or damaged
their bags. When HOIST’s engineers sat down to create the
Motion Cage’s heavy bag station, they took this information to
heart and built a bag connection that has yet to fail.
Of course, HOIST had to add a few of their own special
touches not found on competitors’ products. Peg handles with
neoprene grips and wide bulbed ends on a fixed board give
users a station with a variety of grip widths for pull ups and
several different kinds of peg travels. For those a little more
hardcore, on the opposite side of the machine, HOIST has
included a station of rock climbing handles with textured
grips for a greater degree of difficulty in pull ups and travels.
There’s even dual-level monkey bars so trainers can fine tune
monkey bar travels to a client’s individual level of fitness.
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Even though it’s been on the market for more than a year,
HOIST has already developed numerous different
configurations for health clubs as well as a compact model for
clubs with limited space called the Motion Cage Studio. Not
only that, HOIST can deliver Motion Cages in whatever color
the customer wants to match a club’s branding and look.
The Motion Cage was designed with an open-ended mission
in mind: To give trainers a “Possibility Platform” for
developing workouts their members want and to constantly
engage with club members and club owners to provide the
products they need to keep their establishments profitable
and at the forefront of fitness training.
Everyone understands great companies need great products
to thrive, but not everyone understands that great products
evolve just as much from listening as from doing. For more
than 35 years, HOIST Fitness Systems has been taking
their clients’ needs and suggestions to heart and
developing industry-leading fitness equipment that’s
become the gold standard in clubs, homes, and facilities
around the globe.

“After evaluating different gym
apparatuses for our functional training
space with little results, we partnered
with HOIST to help develop the Motion Cage.
The innovative design, functionality, and
ability to choose from a menu of options
has made this piece extremely versatile
and a member / trainer favorite.”
— Scott Sorensen, Director Equipment Standards/
New Club Operations, 24 Hour Fitness USA, Inc.
To learn more about HOIST Fitness Systems, visit them at
hoistfitness.com or find them on YouTube, Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest.
HOIST® Fitness Systems, Inc.
11900 Community Road • Poway, CA 92064
Tel: (858) 578-7676 • Fax: (858) 578-9558
email: sales@hoistfitness.com

“Motion Cage is a huge asset to our clubs. The number of options available allows
you to personalize your clubs and brands. Ease of usage makes it easy for all
members to use and personal trainers to maximize workouts.”
– Mike Feeney, EVP, New Evolution Ventures
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